Velvet in Scandinavian style
Simple form, lightness and minimalism are the features of Scandinavian style which has invariably
been one of the hottest trends in recent years.
Scandinavian style furniture is often chosen by architects to design modern and fashionable interiors.
The wide availability of furniture and accessories matching Scandinavian design makes it relatively
easy to create an interesting and original arrangement. You only need to stimulate your own
imagination to create a unique interior.
"Don't do something if it's not necessary and useful, and if it is necessary and useful don't hesitate to
make it beautiful" - this is the principle formulated by the Stockholm brand, which was successfully
implemented by Nordic designers in the middle of the last century, although it is worth remembering
that the history of the style dates back 150 years! Scadinavian modern has revolutionised the
concept of interior design all over the world. Scandinavian style is still appreciated today for its
excellent design, high quality of workmanship combined with attention to every smallest detail.

What is Scandinavian style?
In a classic approach, Scandinavian style is based on natural materials and colours. Scandinavian
design is simplicity, but above all functionality. Furniture is usually found in light colours. The fabrics
used are cotton, wool and linen. Ascetic forms of sofas and armchairs are broken by stylish
accessories - warm blankets and colourful cushions, giving the interior a warm and cosy character.
The interiors are dominated by wooden furniture, usually in natural light colours.

Warm interiors vs Nordic climate
Scandinavian style came from northern Europe, where the climate is gloomy and harsh, hence the
essence of Scandinavian design are warm and bright interiors. Therefore, a large amount of light in
the rooms and a wide palette of greys and broken white on the walls should not come as a surprise.
The main feature of Scandinavian-style interiors is also moderation and a kind of harmony, which
guarantees safe and effective rest. Functionality and usability of furniture allows to save space and at
the same time constitute an interior design. In the Scandinavian style there is no place for furniture
that is only for decoration.

Evolution of the style, or velvet in the leading role
The Scandinavian style is evolving all the time. Designers try various novelties and draw inspiration
from other styles. More and more often they use slightly more luxurious materials such as marble
(the so-called Gustavian style, which is a simplified version of Louis XVI) or gold (the so-called Scandi
Chic). New additions give the familiar Scandinavian style a subtle elegance and originality.
Scandi style furniture looks beautiful in elegant velvet. This fabric has a smooth structure and is soft
to the touch, which is its hallmark. Velvet is available in a wide range of colours which makes it
possible to choose a fabric in line with current interior trends and meet the needs of even the most
demanding customers. Good quality velvet on sofas and armchairs also means durability and
beautiful appearance of furniture. The fabric is resistant to various external factors and has high
resistance to abrasion.

Polish product in European quality

Scandinavian style furniture is offered by Complet Furniture, a Polish manufacturer of upholstered
furniture. The Scandic collection by Complet Furniture was appreciated by customers from several
European countries. Furniture from this collection is characterised by lightness, modernity and full
colour fabrics, simple forms, as well as slightly more sophisticated proposals in a retro-Scandinavian
style. Scandic collection is a wide choice of sofas, armchairs and corners. Scandic collection is a
tailored offer and thanks to velvet fabrics seemingly simple pieces of furniture gain unique character
creating an extraordinary atmosphere of each interior.

Find out more at: www.complet.com.pl

